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ABSTRACT 
This paper develops the theory of density estimation on the space Sam of all 
m X m symmetric matrices and on the space Rm, p of all m X p rectangular matrices. 
We consider the two methods, kernel density estimation and density estimation by 
orthogonal series, and illustrate them with examples for the normal kernel density 
functions and for the Hermite orthonormal bases with symmetric and rectangular 
matrix arguments on ga  and Rm, p, respectively. The problem of estimating unknown 
joint density functions of multiple random matrices is also discussed. © 1997 
Elsevier Science Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
There exists a large literature on univariate density estimation by various 
methods, for example, the method of kernels first considered by Rosenblatt 
[22] (see [20], [30], and [31]) and the method of orthogonal series introduced 
by Cencov [2] (see [23], [27], [28], and [29]). The methods were extended to 
vector-variate d nsity estimation in, e.g., [1], [13], and [24]; see also the books 
[21] and [25]. 
This paper is concerned with estimating unknown density functions of 
distributions on the space Sam of all m X m symmetric matrices and on the 
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space Rm, p of all m × p rectangular matrices. Here we note that, through- 
out the paper, density functions of distributions on ~,,, and R,,,, p are 
expressed with respect o the Lebesgue measures (dX) defined by 
( dX)  = 
A;'~j:  1 dxij for X = (xq) E.~,,,, 
A~"L1Af_ldX~3 for X=(x~j)~R,, , .p.  
In Section 2 we consider the two methods, kernel density estimation and 
estimation by orthogonal series, on the space ~m" Given a random sample of 
size n on ,9~m, we propose a kernel density estimator f(S; M) (2.3) for 
S ~ ~m with small smoothing parameter matrix M, choosing a kernel density 
function K(T) of the matrix argument T on S~,,,. For small smoothing 
parameter matrix M and/or for large sample size n, we investigate asymp- 
totic behavior of various statistical measures of the estimator f(S; M). We 
show an extension of Watson's [29] method of density estimation by orthogo- 
nal series. Examples are illustrated for the normal kernel density function and 
for the Hermite orthonormal basis. 
A similar line of discussion to that in Section 2 is given of the density 
estimation on the space Rm, p in Section 3. The problem of estimating 
unknown joint density functions of multiple random matrices will also be 
treated in Section 4. 
The theory of zonal and invariant polynomials with matrix arguments i
useful for the derivations throughout the paper, and a brief discussion of it is 
given in the Appendix. The Appendix also presents a survey of matrix-variate 
normal distributions and associated Hermite polynomials for the two cases of 
symmetric and rectangular matrices, which will be used for illustration in the 
examples. 
2. DENSITY ESTIMATION ON THE SPACE OF 
SYMMETRIC MATRICES 
2.1. Kernel Density Estimation 
Given a random sample S 1 .. . . .  S, on the space 2~m, we estimate the 
underlying density function f(S) using a kernel density function K(T) of the 
matrix argument T on 5am, where we may assume that 
f K(T)(dT) = 1, (2.1) 
m 
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and that the kernel density function K(T) has moments of all orders 
required; in particular, 
fss, TK(T)(dT) = O, (2.2) 
that is, the kernel density function K(T) has zero means. We may further 
assume that the unknown density function f(S) has continuous derivatives of 
all orders required. We propose the estimator 
f (S ;M)  1 1 ~K[M-1/2(S-Si)M -1/2 ] (2.3) 
n IMI (m+1)/2 i=1  
where the smoothing parameter M is a small m × m positive definite matrix, 
which may depend in some way on the sample size n. We note that our 
arguments adopted in Section 2.1 are intended to be only formal and not 
rigorous; see, e.g,, [21] for a serious discussion of the asymptotics of the 
univariate and vector-variate d nsity estimation under regularity conditions. 
We shall investigate asymptotic behavior, for small M and/or for large 
sample size n, of the expectation of f(S; M) at S, 
1 
El(s; M) iMl(m.l)/z f~mK[M-1/2(S - S1)M-1/2]f(S1)(dS1), (2.4) 
and the variance of f(S; M) at S, 
Varf(S;M) l [ 1 ]] = - -  Var K[M-1/2(S - S1)M -1/2 (2.5) 
n ]M[ (m+l)/z 
A natural measure of the discrepancy ofthe density estimator f from the true 
density function f is the mean squared error (MSE) defined by 
MSEs(f)  : E[j~S; M) - f (S ) ]  z 
= [Ef(S;M) - f (S ) ]2  + Varf(S; M), (2.6) 
that is, the sum of the squared bias and the variance at S. The most widely 
used way of measuring the global accuracy of f as an estimator of f is the 
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mean integrated squared error (MISE) defined by 
MISE(f) = E f~m[f(S; M) - f (S) le(dS)  = fS:mMSEs(f)(dS) 
= f s~IE f (S ;M) - f (S )12(dS)  + fS,,mVarf(S;M)(dS), 
(2.7) 
that is, the sum of the integrated squared bias and the integrated variance. 
We also investigate the asymptotic behavior of the mean of f(S; M), 
fS:mSf( S; M)( dS) 
1 1 n 
Zx& n IMI ~"+~)/2 SK[M-1/2(S - S,)M-1/2](dS). (2.8) i = 
To investigate E[f(S; M)] given by (2.4), we make the transformation 
M-1/Z(S - S1)M -1/2 = T, or S 1 = S - M1/2TM 1/2, and apply the Taylor 
expansion for symmetric matrix arguments, 
f (  S - M1/ZTM 1/2) = etr( -M1/2TM 1/2 aS)f(S)  
= {1 - tr(M1/2TM 1/2 as) 
+ ½[tr( Mt/2TM 1/~ aS)] 2 + "" }f(S). 
Here, etr A = exp(tr A), and aS is the matrix of differential operators for a 
symmetric matrix S = (s 0 ,  defined by 
a ) (2.9) aS = 1 + 8~j) as~j 
with 8 being Kronecker's delta. Then (2.4) becomes, in view of (2.1) and. 
(2.2), 
Ef(S; M) =f(S)  + b(S; M), (2.10) 
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b(S; M) = fs~K(T)(~[tr( M1/2TM 1/2 ~S)]  2 -~--" } f (S ) (dT)  = O(M2) .  
(2.11) 
Here O(M 2) denotes the terms of order two in the elements of M. Usually 
K(T) is a symmetric function and the odd-order moments of K(T) are all 
zero (see Example 2.1). 
In particular, if K(T) is invariant under the transformation T -~ HTH' 
for H ~ O(m), where O(m) is the group of m × m orthogonal matrices, we 
have 
E[/(S; M)] = fo(m)fsamK(T)etr(-M1/2HTH'M '/2 3S)f(S)(dT)[dH] 
= ~ K(T)oF(om)( T, -M'/2 3SM'/2)f(S)(dT) 
: ~o E ~x(-i~ ! Cx(-MOS)f(S) 
l= x~-I 
from (A .6) 
1 Mx( K ) 
=f(S) + ~ ~2 C*(Im---~ C*(MOS)f(S) + O(M3)'  (2.12) 
where 
M,( K) = f~,nC,(T) K(T)(dT) (2.13) 
is the hth moment ECx(T) with respect to the kernel density function K(T). 
Here the CA(') are the zonal polynomials (see the Appendix). 
Next let us investigate the variance of f(s; M) given by (2.5). We have 
^ 
nVarf(S; M) 1 1 fS~m{K[M-1/2( S - Sl)M-l/z]}2f(S1)(dSl) 
IMI m÷ 
M)] 
D 1 -- D2, say. 
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1 
191 = iMl(m+l)/Z f~,,[ K(T)]Zetr( -M1/2TM 1/2 aS) f(  S )( dT) 
- iMl(,~+l)/~ f (S)  [K(T)]2(dT) + O(M) . 
Thus we obtain, in view of (2.10) [and (2.12)], 
1 
Varf(S;  M) - nlMlCm+l~/2f(s)fd.:[K(r)]2(dr ), (2.14) 
and hence 
f Varf(S; M) (dS) 
1 
nlMl(m+l)/2 f~m[K(T)]2(dT). (2.15) 
It is seen from (2.10) and (2.12) that the squared bias and hence the 
integrated squared bias are of O(M4), which may be compared with the 
variance and the integrated variance given by (2.14) and (2.15), respectively. 
If we want to have the MISE(f)  defined by (2.7) as small as possible, we are 
faced with one of the fundamental problems of density estimation. That is, 
there exists a tradeoff between the bias (systematic error) and the variance 
(random error); the bias can be reduced at the expense of increasing the 
variance, and vice versa. Hence we must make n large and M small so that 
[nlMl("+l)/2] -1 is small enough. 
As for the mean (2.8) of f(S; M), we can evaluate ach integral 
1 
f, SK[M-1/2( S -- S,)M-1/2](dS ) IMI (m+1)/2 5,'n 
= fs"~ (Si + M1/2TM1/2)K(T)(dT) = Si for i = 1 . . . . .  n 
m 
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by making the transformation M-t/2(S- S~)M-I/2= T and then using 
(2.1) and (2.2). Hence we obtain the mean of f(S, M), 
f ,f(S;M)(dS) = = - -  S , ,  (2 .16)  
/2 i= 1 
which approaches f~,Sf(S)(dS) in probability as n becomes large. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Choosing the (invariant) normal kernel density function 
(see the Appendix) 
we have 
K(T) = ~p(m)(T) = 2 m(m- 1)/4(2o'/-) -re(m+ 1)/4 etr( -- ½TZ), 
1 
f~m [ q~(m)(T)]2( dT) = 2m/2(2,n.),,(,,,+l,/4 • 
Using (A.1), the moment Ma(q~ (m)) is given by the coefficient of 
Ca( A)/C~t(I,n)l] in 
g" = fS~,ofo(m ~O'm'(r) etr( HTH'A)[ dH ](dT) 
= fs,;qoO'O(T)oF~om)(T, A)(dT). 
On the other hand, we can write 
~,  = 
2 m(m - 1)/4 
etr 1A2 etr H'AH) 2] dT)[dH (27r) m(m+x)/4 ( )fo(.Js~m [ -½(r -  ( ] 
= etr(½A2), 
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which yields 
(_c4,.)t' 
Mx(~Pm) = ( ~0 2~s! 
)-"- ~b, x for I = 2s, even, 
(2.17) 
for l odd, 
where Cx(I m) is evaluated by (A.2) and the coefficients ~/ are defined by 
(A.3). 
2.2. Density Estimation by Orthogonal Series 
We are concerned with orthogonal series estimators of the density func- 
tion f(S), when f(S) is expressed as 
oo 
f (S)  = E E aaP,(S), (2.18) 
/=o Ib l  
where {Px(S)} is an orthonormal basis such that 
f m[e,(s)]2(as) = 1, 
and 
fS~m Pa(S)P¢(S)(dS) = 6x, ¢, (2.19) 
and the coefficients aa are determined by 
aa = f~mPA(S)f(S)(dS) = EP~(S). (2.20) 
We shall show an extension of Watson's [29] method of density estimation 
by orthogonal series in the sequel. Given a random sample S 1 . . . . .  S, on Sam, 
we may suggest he estimator of the form 
f~(S) = E E ~x(n)aaPa(S), where a A =-  Pa(S,), 
/=0 At-I n i=1 
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and the sequence {/3x(n)} is chosen to minimize the MISE(J~). Now we have 
MISE(~)  = EiS~m[ fn( s ) - f( S)]~( dS) 
(= )2 
= E L • • [ [3A(n)a ~ - ax]Px(S) (dS) 
S~,. /=0 Al-I 
oo 
E EE[ /3x(n)a  A - ax] 2 
l=o  AP-I 
1 ) ] 
= ~] ~] a~+ nVarPa(S)  [[3A(n)]~-2a~[3a(n) +a~ . 
/=0 A~-l 
Thus we have 
[3a(n) = a~ + ( l /n )  VarP~(S) ' (2.21) 
and 
oo 
minMISE(L )  = ~0 ~] a:VarP~(S) 
f~ l= a~l na~ + VarPx(S) " (2.22) 
We note that /3x(n) given by (2.21) approaches one as n becomes large. 
In view of (2.20), we may use Bayesian estimators of the unknown coeffi- 
cients ot~. That is, given a random sample S 1 . . . . .  Sn, we may assume that 
Y1 = P~(S1) . . . . .  Y, = P~(S~) is a random sample from a certain distribution 
g[(Y - ~A)/~], and that ~ has a prior distribution (for example, we may 
take normal distributions). 
EXAMPLE 2.2. We may choose the Hermite orthonormal basis {ha(S)}, 
with 
hA(S)  = [2m2//2/(2~lr) ra(m+ 1)/'lY]l/2etr(-~SZ) H(xm)(21/2S), 
where Hx(m)(-) is the Hermite polynomial with one matrix argument (r = 1) 
associated with the m × m symmetric matrix-variate normal Nmm(O, I~) 
distribution (see the Appendix). 
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3. DENSITY ESTIMATION ON THE SPACE OF 
RECTANGULAR MATRICES 
3.1. Kernel Density Estimation 
Given a random sample Z l . . . . .  Z n on Rm, p, we estimate the underlying 
density function f(Z) using a kernel density function K(T) of the matrix 
argument T on Rm, p. We adopt a similar line of argument to that in Section 
2.1, taking the similar assumptions on the integral and moments of the kernel 
density function K(T) and on the derivatives of the unknown density 
function f(Z). We proposed the estimator 
f (  Z; M1, M2) = _1 1 n IMIIP/2IM2I m/2i= K[M~I/2(Z-Z,)M~-I/2],  (3.1) 
where the smoothing parameters M1 and M 2 are small m × m and p × p 
positive definite matrices, respectively, which may depend in some way on 
the sample size n. 
We shall investigate asymptotic behavior, for small M 1 and M z and/or 
for large sample size n, of Ef(Z; M1, M2), Varf(Z; M1, M2), MSEz(f) = 
[Ef(Z; M1, M z) - f (Z ) ]  2 + Var f ( z ;  M l, M2), MISE( f )  = 
fR~, pMSEz( f)(dZ), and fR~ pzf(z; M~, M2)(dZ). 
For the expectation of f(z;  M1, M 2) at Z, 
1 
Ef(Z; M 1, M2) = iM, iP/21M21m/2 
× f K[M;1/Z(Z - Z,)M~I/Z]f(Z1)(dZ1), (3.2) 
Rm, p 
we make the transformation M~I/Z(Z-  Z1)M~ 1/2= T, or Z 1 = Z-  
M~/2TM~/2, and apply the Taylor expansion for rectangular matrix argu- 
ments 
f (Z  - Mll/2TM~/2) = etr(-M~/ZTM~/2 dZ') f (Z )  
= {1 --tr(M1/2TM 1/2 o~Z') 
+ ½[tr(M1/ZTM~/2 aZ')] 2 + -.- }f(Z),  
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where BZ is the matrix of differential operators for a rectangular matrix 
Z = (zq) defined by 0Z = (O/Ozq). Then (3.2) becomes 
Ef(Z; M 1, M2) =f (Z)  + b(Z; M,, M2), (3.3) 
where we have the bias 
h( Z;  M1, M2) = faro, pK(T)(½Itr(M~/2TMd/2 ÜZ')] 2 + -.. ) f (Z ) (dT)  
= O(M1M2). 
In particular, if K(T) is invariant under the transformation T -+ HaTH ~, 
for H 1 ~ O(m) and H 2 ~ O(p), we have 
E[;(z; M,, 
= fo(p,fo(m)fn,,,,pK(T)etr(-M1/2H1T"2 M1/2OZ') 
x f(  Z)( dT)[ dH1][ dHe] 
= fo K(T) oF(lP)(½m; TT', xM dZM2 OZ')f(Z)(dZ) 
llt m,p  
from (A.5) and (A.6), 
:¢ Ma(K) 
= ~, • 11 Cx(MlOZM 2 oZ ' ) f (Z )  
1=o *~-1 4 (Tm)aCa(Ip)l! 
M(1)( K ) 
=f(Z) + - -  tr(M 1 dZM 2 dZ') f (Z)  + O(M12M:), (3.4) 2rap 
where 
Mx(K) = fR Ca(TT')K(T)(dT) 
m, p 
(3.5) 
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is the )tth moment ECa(TT') with respect o the kernel density function 
K(T). 
For the variance Varf(Z; M1, M 2) at Z, 
n Var f (  Z; M 1, M2) 
1 
IM, IPlM21 m fRm {K[M{-' /2(Z--  Z')M;'/2]}2 x f(Z1)(dZl) 
,p 
- M )I 
similarly to the evaluation of Ef(Z; M l, Me), we obtain, in view of (3.3) [and 
(3.4)1, 
1 




f Varf(Z;M1, M2)(dZ) -- 
Rm,  p 
1 
nlMIIP/21Mzl m/z fRm. [K(r)]Z(dT)" 
p 
(3.7) 
Here we may expand on the same statement about the tradeoff between the 
bias (systematic error) and the variance (random error) as in Section 2. If we 
want to have MISE(f) as small as possible, we must make n large and M 1 
and M e both small so that (nlMllPTZlMzlm/Z) -I is small enough. 
Evaluating each integral 
1 
IMllP/ZlM21 m/z f ZK[M;1/e( Z - Z,)M;I/2](dZ) 
Rm,  p 
= fa (Zi + M~/ZTM~/Z)K(T)(dT) 
m,p 
= Z i for i = 1 . . . .  , n, 
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we obtain the mean of f(Z; M 1, M2), 
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The moment Ma(~ (re'p)) is given by the coefficient of Cx(AA')/ 
4 z I m [ (-~ ),~C~(Ip)lT] in 
fR [~(m"( r ) ] ' (d r )  -- 1 
~.  (4~)  pro/2" 
~= fRm, pfo(p)fO(m)~(m'P)(T)etr( HITH2 A t) [dU l ] [dU, ] (dT  ) 
= fl~,,,p(m'p>(T) Oel~P>(½m; TT', ¼AA')(dT) 
1 
= etr(½AA') (2.a.)mp/2 
we have 
K(T) = (p(m, P)(T) = (217") -rap~2 etr( - ½TT'). 
which approaches fRm, Zf(Z)(dZ) in probability as n becomes large. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Choosing the (invariant) normal kernel density function 
(see the Appendix) 
from (A.5) and (A.6) 
× [ [ [ et r [ -½(T  - H~AH2)(T - H{AH2)' ]
.,,O(p).,O(m)JRm, p - 
x ( , tT ) [dH, ] [ , tH~]  
= etr(}AA'), 
fR Zf"( Z; M1, M2)( dZ ) Z 1 n -= = - E z,, (3.8) 




Mx(~o(m,v))=2Z(½m)aCx(Ip)[=21(½p)ACx(Im) ] . (3.9) 
3.2. Density Estimation by Orthogonal Series 
Similarly to the discussion in Section 2.2, we consider orthogonal series 
estimators of the density function f(Z), when f (Z)  is expressed as 
c¢ 
f (Z )  = E E a.P~(Z), (3.10) 
/=o ~-I 
where the orthonormal basis {Px(Z)} and the coefficients oq satisfy the 
conditions (2.19) and (2.20), respectively, in which the space S~,~, the Pa(S), 
and f (S) are replaced by the space Rm, p, the P~(Z), and f(Z), respectively. 
Given a random sample Z 1 . . . . .  Zn, suggesting the estimator of the form 
f,,(Z) = F~7=oY'.x~lfl~(n)a~Px(Z), where a~ = F.~=lPx(Zi)/n, and the se- 
quence {/3x(n)} being chosen to minimize the MISE(fn), a similar argument 
leads to fl~(n) and min L MISE(fn) in the forms given by (2.21) and (2.22), 
respectively, with Px(Z) replacing P~(S). The remarks on the coefficients 
/3x(n) and a~, similar to those in Section 2.2, may be expanded here. 
EXAMPLE 3.2. We may choose the Hermite orthonormal basis {hA(Z)}, 
with 
hA(Z) = [4tTrmP/2(½p)xC~( Im)l!]- l /Zetr(-½ZZ ') H(m'p)(21/2Z), 
where H(~ m' P)(.) is the Hermite polynomial with one matrix argument (r = 1) 
associated with the m × p matrix-variate normal Nm, p(O, I m ® Ip) distribu- 
tion (see the Appendix). 
4. DENSITY ESTIMATION FOR MULTIPLE RANDOM MATRICES 
This section is concerned with the problem of estimating the unknown 
joint density function f (S l . . . . .  S r) =f(Str  1) of multiple m × m random 
symmetric matrices S 1 . . . . .  S r (= SH), extending the results obtained in 
Section 2. The case of multiple random rectangular matrices can be treated 
similarly and hence is omitted. 
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4.1. Kernel Density Estimation 
We consider the kernel density estimation of f (S  H) using a joint kernel 
density function K(T  1 . . . . .  T r) = K(T[r]) , where we may assume that 
1- 
(4.1) 
and that the joint kernel density function K has moments of all orders 
required; in particular, 
r 
S'5°m "'" "~ra f TjK(T[r])rI(dTl)l= 1 :0 ,  j-~- 1,...,r. (4.2) 
We may further assume that the unknown joint density function f (S H) has 
continuous derivatives of all orders required. 
Given a random sample (S~ O, S(ri)) = ¢(i) i = 1, n, of size n, we . . . . .  [r] . . . .  , 
propose the estimator 
f(S[r]; M[r]) = __1 1 ~ g{lM_ll2( S _ S(i))M_lll][ri), 
1-'1 "r 171/ I (m+ 1)/2 
l ' l  x x j=  l l~ , . j  i i=1  
(4.3) 
where the smoothing parameters MI , . . . ,  Mr( = M[r ]) are small m x m 
positive definite matrices, which may depend in some way on the sample 
size n. 
We shall investigate asymptotic properties, for small M[r ] and/or for 
~rge sample size n, of the estimator (4.3). We have the expectation of 
f(S[r]; M[r 1) at S[r] 
1 
E/(Stri; Mm)  = n ,  ,,, ~-+1>i~ 
- 
#- 
×S(S r'i)j__n (.4.4) 
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Making the transformation M;I/2(Sj - S(1))M; 1/2= Tj, or S (1 )= Sj - 
M]/2T)M]/2, j = 1 . . . . .  r, and applying the Taylor expansion for multiple 
symmetric matrix arguments 
f[ ( S - M1/ZTM1/2)Ir]] = etr( - j~= l M//2TjM]/Z cgSj )f( S[r]), 
(4.4) becomes, in view of (4.1) and (4.2), 
E/(S[r]; M[r]) ----- f(a[r]) + b(S[r]; M[r]), (4.5) 
where we have the bias 
1 r z ] 
b(S[rl; M[r]) = f'~m "'" f~m K(T[rl) ~ j~=l [tr(M]/2TjM]/2 ~Sj)] + "'" 
T" 
>( f( S[rl)jI"Ii.= (dTj) 
= O(MIll). (4.6) 
Here O(Mterl) denotes the terms of order two in the elements of M[r ]. 
In particular, if K(Ttr 1) is invariant under the simultaneous transforma- 
tions Tj ~ HTjH', j = 1 ..... r, for H ~ O(m), we have 
E[/(S[r]; M[r])] ~--~- fO(m)f~,n''" f~mK(Z[r])etr(-j~=l M)/2HTjHtMj 1/2 ~Sj) 
r 




C4~( Im)I-I;= llj[ c~[r][ ( -- M 1/2 o~S M1/2)[r]] f (S[r]) 
from (A.7), 
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= f (a [ r ] )  + E 
0 *[r]; 
(z;=, z~ = 2)  
C+( Im)I-I;:llj! 
1/2 S O(M[r ] )  , X c~r][(-M 1/2 aSM )H]f([ ,1)  + 3 
(4.7) 
where 
/ -  
MA[r]; ~b(K) = S~m "°° S~mC~AIri(T[r])K(T[r])j~ (dTj) (4.8) 
is the (Air]; qb)thjoint moment EC~rI(T[rl) with respect o the joint kernel 
density function K(T[rl). Here the  C~A[r](S[r]) are the invariant polynomials 
with multiple matrix arguments ( ee the Appendix), and 
oo o0 
E denotes E E E 
0 lj=O Ajb-lj ~b~hl...h r 
A[r]; ~b 
j= l  . . . . .  r 
We have, for the variance Varf(Str]; M[r l) at Slrl, 
n Var f l  Sir]; M[r])  
1 
= I I ;= I IM j [  m+l  fS~m "'" f~,,,(K{[ M-~/2(8 - 8 (1)) M-l/2][r]})2 
r 2 xf(Z{l~)j~=l (dS~ 1)) - [E;(S[r]; m[r]) l 
= I )  1 - -  t )2 ,  say, 
where, similarly to the evaluation of Ef(S[d; Mtr]), we obtain 
1)1 I-I;= IIMj[ (m+1)/2 m 
(r ) 
× etr - E M]/~TjM]/2 aSj f(8[~l) (dTj) 
j= l  "= 
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Fi;=,lMj[(m+l)/2 f(Str I K(T[r])] z = (dTj) + O(M[r I . 
Thus we obtain, in view of (4.5) [and (4.7)], 
/- 




1 f'~m"" f'~am[ g(T[r])]2J I-I1 (dTj). (4.9)  -- nl_i~=llMjl(m+ l)/2 = 
Now we have 
MZEs[ , ] ( f  ) = [Ef(a[r]; M[r]) --f(S[r])] 23r War~SM; [r]) 
and 
t" 
, j= l  
Thus, noticing the tradeoff between the bias and the variance, if we want to 
have the MISE(f)  as small as possible, we must make n large and Mj's small 
so that (n l l  r llMjl(m+l)/2) -1 is small enough. 3 = 
Similarly to the argument in Section 2.1, in view of (4.1) and (4.2), we 
readily obtain the means of f(Slrl; Mtr l) 
"" mSj~a[r]; M[r])l~ ( dnl) ~- ~j n i= 1 
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which approaches f ~., "'" fsomSjf(Sid)l'-I~= ,(dSt)in probability as n becomes 
large for j = 1 . . . . .  r. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. Choosing the joint (invariant) normal kernel density func- 
tion (see the Appendix) 
K(T[r]) = ~p(m)(Tid ) = (21r)m(m+,)/4 etr -2 j .=  TJ2 ' 
we have 
r ( , ) r° 
f~  "'" f~.[~(m)(T[r])]2j~=l(dTj)= m 2m/2(2"rr) m(m+l)/4 
Using (A.7), the joint moment Mh[r];¢~(~ (m)) is seen to be given by the 
coefficient of C~rJ( AH)/[Co(Im)FI~= 11/] in 
(r ) 
~¢J= fso,"" fsamfO(,n)q~(ra)(T[r]) et  Z "TjHIAj [dn] f i  (dTj) 
, \ j= l  j=l 
2re(m-I)/4 I r [ 1 r 2 ~ 
= et r / i  ~ A./  (¢~7r) m(m+l)14 ] t 2 j=l 3] 
1 r × fo(m)/-S~,, """ e t r -  -~ J~-'I(Tj-H'AjH)~= j~=l(dTj)[dH] 
(lr / ~ 
=etr  ~A . 
j=l  / 
Thus, using (A.7) and (A.3), we obtain 
{i ~b( Ira)I-I;= 1/j ]0~ AIr] 
Mh[r];rh(~O(m)) = VIj= 1(2 ,sj.) o)l__sj(AjE~.o.j) ..... r 
for lj = 2sj, even, j = 1 . . . . .  r, 
otherwise, 
(4.11) 
where the coefficients 0~ r] are defined by (A.8). 
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4.2. Density Estimation by Orthogonal Series 
Extending the discussion in Section 2.2, we consider the orthogonal series 
estimators of the joint density function f(atr 1) when f(a[r ]) is expressed as 
oo 
f(S[r]) = E °lA[r];6PA[r];6(S[r]), (4.12) 
0 
h[r]; 
where {PAir]; ~b(Str])} is an orthogonal basis such that 
2 F 
f~am'" f~am[e~r];¢(S[r])] j~=t(dSj) =1 (4.13) 
and 
/- 
fS~,m'" f~,meA[r];~(n[r])ea[r];~'(n[r])j~=l(dnj)~{A[r];¢},{tr[r];r} , 
and the coefficients ot~rl; ~ are determined by 
t- 
O/Air]; 6 ~--- f~m "'' fc~-meA[r];ep( s[r])f( a[r]) "j 1-I1 ( dSj) = EeA[r];¢( S[r]). (4.14) 
Given a random sample (S~ O, S~o) = ~(o i = 1, n, we may sug- • • • ,  ~[ r ] ,  • • • ,  
gest the estimator of the form 
oo 





1 ~ P~r]; l~(i)~ 6t~'[r]] , 
h i= 1 
and the sequence { ~h[r]; 6(n)} is chosen to minimize MISE(f,). We obtain 
O~ 2 ,X[r]; 
~r l ;6 (n )  = O~ 2 (4.15) ~Ir]; 6 + (1/n)  Var Px[r]; 6(S[r])' 
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and 
min MISE(J~) = 2 
L o 
A[r]; ~b 
a~d ;2  ~' Var e)t[r];~b(S[r]) 
not~id:¢ + war ea[r];~b( a[r]) " 
EXAMPLE 4.2. We may choose the generalized Hermite orthonormal 
basis {h~[r]; ,(Strl)}, with 
( lr) 
hh[r];4~(S[r]) (27r)m(m+l)r/41-Ir II -~ j "'A[r];~b~ [r]]' 
j=lj" 
where H (m) ¢S ~ is the generalized Hermite polynomial associated with the h[r]; &~" [r] I 
joint distribution of r independent m × m symmetric matrix-variate normal 
Nmm(O , Ira) distributions (see the Appendix). 
APPENDIX 
A.1. Zonal and Invariant Polynomials with Matrix Arguments 
The zonal polynomials Cx(S) were defined by the theory of group 
representations of the real linear group GL(m, R) of m × m nonsingular 
matrices on the vector space of homogeneous polynomials of degree 1 in the 
elements of an m x m symmetric matrix S (see [9, 17]). Here, [2A] indexes 
each irreducible representation, where A H l, that is, A is an ordered 
partition of 1 into ~ m parts, i.e., A = (ll . . . . .  lm), I 1 >>- "'" >1 1,~ >1 0, 
Eim__ i l i=  1. The polynomials Ca(S), A ~- 1 = 0, 1, . . . ,  are invariant under the 
transformation S ~ HSH' for H ~ O(m), and constitute a basis of the space 
of all homogeneous symmetric polynomials in the latent roots of S. We then 
have a unique decomposition (tr S) t = Ea~ tCa(S), where the sum ranges 
over all A H 1. The following is a basic formula: 
C,(S)Ca(T) 
fO(m) C;t( SHTH')[ dH ] C;t( Im) ' (A .1) 
where [dH] is the normalized invariant measure on O(m) (fO(m)[dH] = 1). 
Zonal polynomials are tabulated up to degree 12 in [17] and [19]; in 




2t , I-IP<j=I(2/, - 21 -  i + j )  
C~,( Im)=2 lV(2m)~, F lP=l (21 ,+p_ i )  ! 
for h=( /~ . . . . .  lp), lp > O, (A.2) 
where (a)a = VIP=l[a-  ½( i -  1)]t,, with (a) t = a(a + 1). . . (a + l -  1). We 
have the useful identity 
c,( s ~) = E ,~, ~,( s) for suitable coefficients aT, (A .3) 
where the notation ~b ~ A • h will be defined later; in particular, tr S 2 = 
C(I~(S 2) = C(z~(S) - 1 -~Co2~( S ). 
The hypergeometric function rFs(al . . . . .  ar; b 1 . . . . .  bs; S) with an m × m 
symmetric matrix S has a series representation (see [9]) 
o~ (al)), ... (a,.)), 




E denotes E E .  
o l=O .~- I  
.~ l  
Special cases of the hypergeometric function with matrix argument are 
oFo(S) = etrS and 
o Fl(½m; ¼XX') = fo(m)etr(XH) [dH ]. (a .5) 
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The hypergeometric function with two symmetric matrix arguments S and T 
is defined by 
rFs(m)( al . . . . .  ar; b 1 . . . . .  b~; S, T) 
= fO(m)rFs(al . . . . .  ar; b~ . . . . .  b~; SHTH')[dH] 
(a l )  ;t ""(ar) ~ E C,(S)C,(T). (A.6) 
0 (b l )x  ""(bs)Al!C~t(Im) 
,~-I 
A class of invariant polynomials C~'I(SI, J) (d~ ~ )h "'" A,), generalizing 
the zonal polynomials to any number r of symmetric matrices S 1 . . . . .  S, 
(= Strl), were defined by Davis [10, 11] in the case r = 2 and extended to 
r >f 2 by Chikuse [3] and Chikuse and Davis [8], via the theory of group 
representation f GIAm, R) on the vector space of homogeneous polynomials 
of degree lj in the elements of Sj, j = 1 . . . . .  r. Here, Z[r] = (A 1 . . . . .  A,) 
with Aj ~- lj for an integer lj, j = 1 . . . . .  r, and ~b ~ Z 1 ... A, denotes that 
the representation [2~b], qb F-f  = Eft= llj, occurs in the decomposition of the 
r Kronecker product ®j=I[2Aj] into a direct sum of irreducible representa- 
tions of GL(m, R). The polynomials cfr](S[r]) are invariant under the 
simultaneous transformations S, ~ HS, H', j = 1 . . . .  r, for H ~ O(m) and J J ~ 
are, for a given Air], expressed as linear combinations of the distinct products 
of traces, l-lq(trl--I~=lS~J(q)I-I~=lS~J (q>...)r~ of total degree Aj in the ele- 
ments of Sj, j = 1 . . . . .  r. We def ine  C o ..... 0,,j,0 ..... ° (St ,  1) = C, j (Sf l ,  j = 
1 . . . . .  r. The following is a basic formula: aj 
fo ~1 c~r](A[r])ffa[r](a[r]) (A .7 )  C,j( AjHSjH')[  dH ] = E 
(m) = ~,1 . . .  Ar Cck(Im) ' 
where the sum ranges over all ~ ~ h 1 " -  /~r" We write 
O Air] = c~r] (  I . . . . . .  Im) 
C¢(Ira) (A .8) 
The polynomials have been tabulated up to three matrices and the first few 
degrees in [10] and [12]. 
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A.2. Matrix-Variate Normal Distributions and Associated 
He~nite Polynomials 
We define the matrix-variate normal distributions for the two cases of 
random symmetric matrices and random rectangular matrices. 
A random matrix S ~ ~m is said to have the m × m symmetric matrix- 
variate standard normal Nmm(O, I m) distribution if its density function is 
~(m)(s) = a i/2 e t r ( -  ½S 2) 
2ra(m - 1)/2 
with a m (27r )m(m+l ) /2  • 
The Nmm(0, Im) distribution is defined as a limit of the Wishart distribution 
(see [18]). The generalized Hermite polynomials H~m~; (Spl) with r m × m 
symmetric matrix arguments S1 . . . . .  S t (= Sir ]) are the orthogonal polynomi- 
als associated with the joint distribution of r independent normal Nmm(O, I m) 
distributions. Hence the associating joint density function of Sir I is 
~o(m)(a[r]) = f i  ~l~(m)(sj). 
j=l  
The special case m = 1 gives the classical Hermite polynomials in a one- 
dimensional variable (see [14] and [26]). 
A random matrix Z ~ R~ p is said to have the m x p rectangular 
matrix-variate standard normal' Nm, p(O, I m ® Ip) distribution if its density 
function is 
tp(m' P)( Z) = ( 2zr )-mp/2etr(- ~ZZ' ). 
The generalized Hermite polynomials H~"~i.P~(Ztr 1) with r m × p rectangular 
matrix arguments Zi . . . . .  Z r (= Zlr 1) (m ~ p) are the orthogonal polynomi- 
als associated with the joint distribution of r independent normal Nm, p(0, 
I m ® lp) distributions. Hence the associating joint density function of Ztd is 
~o(ra, P)( Z[r]) = f i  ~o(m' P)( Zj ) • 
j=l  
A more detailed discussion of the generalized Hermite polynomials with 
symmetric and rectangular matrix arguments is given in [5] and [6], which 
include the generating functions, the Fourier transforms, the generalized 
multivariate Rodrigues formulae (differential equations) or inverse Fourier 
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transforms, eries expressions, and the recurrence relationships. For the case 
r = 1 in the above discussion, we have the Hermite polynomials H~m~(S) and 
H(m'P)(Z) associated with the normal Nmm(O , Ira) and Nm, p(O , I m ® Ip) 
distributions, which were discussed in [4] and [18] and in [4], [15], and [16], 
respectively. 
The author is grateful to the referees for helpful comments which led to an 
imp~roved revision of this paper. 
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